
FL Studio Emotional Trance Template Vol.1

Product Description
If you are interested in producing Emotional Uplifting Trance, this template is for you. 
George Crossfield presents his new Emotional Uplifting Trance Template, created for FL 
Studio users.

This template contains the full arrangement of a track as heard in the audio demo), in 
the Uplifting Orchestral Trance style, so you can learn how a track in this style is 
structured, designed and mixed, so you will get what you hear in the demo if you have 
the VST plugins listed below.

This is my remix of the track Iberian – Preludio (George Crossfield Remix), released in 
High Emotions Recordings wich was supported by Andrew Rayel in Find Your Harmony 
Episode 283

What do I get?
⦁ 3 FLPs (Main Project, Breakdown Stuf & Low Piano Only)
⦁ All MIDI and Audio channels with FX chains and mixing included
⦁ All the Audio files included
⦁ All the Synthesizer presets included
⦁ Demo in MP3
⦁ Artwork
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Features
⦁ All sections (basslines, leads, FX, drums) are color-coded and named correctly so 

you know exactly what you are looking at.
⦁ Sounds exactly like the audio demo if you have the plugins listed below
⦁ What can I learn from this product?
⦁ Study how the arrangement was put together
⦁ Learn from studying each individual track (MIDI / Audio)
⦁ Find out how the mixing was done, and how each track was processed
⦁ Learn how the melodies & bassline patterns were designed
⦁ Learn from the synth presets included, which settings were used to make each 

type of sound
⦁ Get inspired for your own productions
⦁ Overall, an excellent way of learning more about producing Emotional Uplifting 

Trance in FL Studio

What do I need to open this template?
⦁ FL Studio 11.1 (or up required)
⦁ Lennar Digital Sylenth1 v3.
⦁ TruePianos.
⦁ Nexus. (Total Piano XP) includes conversion into wav file.
⦁ Magnus Choir includes conversion into wav file.
⦁ Edirol Orchestra (Preset>Full Strings>Slow Strings) includes conversion into wav 

file.
⦁ Spitfire Audio Labs (Strings Library) includes conversion into wav file.
⦁ A1StereoControl (Free)
⦁ SPAN (Free) no necesary
⦁ TAL Flanger.
⦁ LFOTool.
⦁ LoudMax. (Free)
⦁ Sonalksis FreeG. (Free) No necesary
⦁ GClip. (Free)
⦁ CamelCrusher. (Free)
⦁ XBass4000.
⦁ VahallaRoom.
⦁ VolumeShaper 4.
⦁ Native FL Studio plugins.
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Notes:
⦁ This template is for learning purposes only!
⦁ You don’t have the rights to release it on a music label!
⦁ The melodies are copyrighted!.
⦁ Feel free to use any elements of the template (except midi melodies) in your 

own works/tracks.
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